
FEATURES AND BENEFITS

TOUGH BUILT FRAMES
Our “tough built” treated timber frames have triple reinforced corners, cross-bracing and supports under 
every seat. The entire frame is then protected by chemical treatment, paint and a wrap-around base. Our Oasis 
Whitehaven Spas and all Oasis Swim Spas have a galvanised steel frame for extra strength. 
 
100SQFT BOOST FILTRATION
Filtration is a major part of water maintenance so we use a “Max Flow” valve and a huge 100sqft dual cartridge 
filter system to ensure more water is filtered every day. Then we add dual pump technology – where a 3HP massage 
pump draws massive amounts of water through the second filter during use to ensure superior filtration and water 
clarity.  
 
DREAMTIME LIGHTING
All Oasis Spas come with the dreamtime lighting package, including a Large LED Light and perimeter lighting. 
With over 14 different colour sequences, creating chromotherapy for relaxation and a kaleidoscope of colours 
throughout your spa. Choose a lighter colour spa shell to get the full lighting experience.
 



WTC CIRCULATION PUMP
Our high flow WTC circulation pump features low speed operation but delivers a larger flow. Its low speed operation 
allows it to be less abrasive, long lasting, energy efficient and super quiet. Suitable for continuous filtration and 
circulation of spas and swim spas. You can be sure your spa meets even the most stringent energy regulations while 
minimising operating expenses.  
 
WATERFALL 
Enjoy the soothing sound of running water with our waterfall feature. All Oasis Spas come with either a cascade 
or Roman waterfall. Creating the perfect ambiance whilst relaxing in your spa. 

HIGH DENSITY INSULATION
Every spa has a layer of high density “closed cell” (waterproof) foam sprayed onto the inside of the spa shell to stop 
heat loss from the water. Plus multi-layer insulation on the inside of the “no gap” cabinet panels to reduce power 
usage further.
• High density thermo-wood cabinet cladding • High density closed-cell foam on the shell.
• Fibreglass base • High density thermal hard cover • “No gap” cabinet.



“NO GAP” CABINET  
If your spa has large gaps between the cabinet and the spa shell, the heat inside the cabinet escapes and cold air 
enters your spa, causing the heater to turn on more often to maintain heat. Pests and insects can also enter and 
damage your spa. We tailor make every cabinet so there are minimal gaps, trapping the heat in. Without this  
feature, you are simply throwing money away. 
 
HIGH DENSITY HARD COVER 
All Oasis Spas include a high density lockable cover that stops heat loss from the water by trapping heat under the 
cover making sure it does not escape. 
 
MULTIFUNCTION CONTROL SYSTEMS  
Our “set and forget” multi function control system automatically makes sure your spas water is always clean and 
ready to use . The “lockout” mode stops your kids and neighbours using the spa when you don’t want them to and 
“economy” mode makes sure your spa is economical to run whilst you are away. 
 
“TOUGH BOND” ACRYLIC SHELL  
Our 8-10mm thick shell made with American Lucite or Aristech acrylic with our 6 Layer fibreglass resin construction  
cured in a temperature and humidity controlled environment. With this process Oasis Spas have the superior 
strength and durability necessary to last. 
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THERMO-WOOD CABINET  
Our high density synthetic wood cabinet has a high level of insulation to stop heat escaping through the walls of 
your spa cabinet. 
 
SOLID FIBREGLASS BASS 
A solid wrap-around fibreglass base on the bottom of your spa adds massive strength to the spa overall, keeping 
pests and weather out, and allows us to fit a multi-stage insulation system at ground level that saves you money. 
 
EASY-CARE JETS  
Spinning jets are awesome, but to keep them spinning, most brands of jets have to be removed and cleaned  
regularly to clear the bearings of grit, chemical residue and body oils. Our jets jpin on a floating stainless steel shaft 
so there are no bearings to fail. The screw in/screw out feature means there are no clips to break. The tough  
construction also means a long life and resistance against chemicals. 

MORE ROOM AND MORE COMFORT
Oasis Spas have less wasted space around the edges of the spa which means more internal room for greater  
comfort. Complete with bigger footwells, there’s plenty of room for everyone’s feet. Our ergonomic seating plus 
contoured recliner lounges support your body and stop you from floating. 
 



OPTIONAL UPGRADES

GECKO IN.TOUCH  
The ultimate wireless remote control 
for your spa. In.Touch allows you to 
access the functions and features of 
your spa, even if you are away from 
home. Notifications keep your informed 
on the status of your spa, even when 
the app is not open. Allowing you to 
contol your Oasis Spa from your phone 
or tablet.

SPA AND CABINET COLOURS
In addition to Lucite Acrylic’s excellent gloss and colour retention, surfaces are naturally impervious to microbes. The non-porous 
nature of Aristech’s acrylic defends against the penetration and subsequent growth of microorganisms on its surface. Oasis Spas are 
shielded against microbes, easy to clean and durable.   *Gypsum not availiable for Islander.

ULTRA ZONE  
Combining ozone generation with UV-C 
sterilisation – the ozone is generated 
via corona discharge and then injected 
into the UV chamber. The UV reacts 
with the ozone to create a powerful 
oxidiser inactivating bacteria, burning 
off unwanted organic matter, resulting 
in crystal clear, clean water.

GECKO IN.STREAM STEREO  
Streamed from your spa, your favorite 
music never sounded so good! 
Designed to deliver clean, crisp rich 
sound in the high-fidelity rendition 
expected by music lovers, in.stream 
features Class D amplifier technology  
to enhance your outdoor audio 
experience. 
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